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OCEAN CLOUD GROUP        PRESS RELEASE 1 FEBRUARY 2021

OCEAN CLOUD GROUP IS READY TO ACCELERATE ITS AUTONOMOUS GROWTH
As of January 4, 2021, Jan van der Jagt and Jean-Philippe Martin strengthen the team of Ocean Cloud 
Group. Jan fills the position of Business Unit Manager and will be the first commercial point of contact for 
the customers of Ocean Cloud Group. Jean-Philippe takes up the position of Commercial Manager 
Transport in Belgium and France. With Jan and Jean-Philippe in place, the group is moving forward with 
confidence.

Jan van der Jagt has over fifteen years of commercial and operational experience within liquid food 
transport. "Ocean Cloud Group has great plans for growth", says Jan. "As Business Unit Manager, I will 
contribute to further strengthen the position of Ocean Cloud Group as an all-round logistics and 
transport partner in the food industry. Customers and relations can approach me for anything that has to 
do with inquires, tenders, project management or non-operational matters".

Jean-Philippe Martin joins the Ocean Cloud Group as commercial manager for Belgium and France. 
Jean-Philippe says: "I have twenty years of experience in the transport industry, mainly focused on 
Belgium and France. So in the past, I set up the business in Belgium for a large food transporter. I am 
looking forward to activate and expand my Belgian and French networks in order to add value for Ocean 
Cloud Group. As such, I will be the point of contact for all commercial and operational matters in Belgium 
and France".

Jan and Jean-Philippe are fully at your disposal to discuss all questions and assignments. Please do not 
hesitate to contact them.


